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COLLECTION ORIGINALE
EPOS 3431 LIMITED EDITION
Mechanical self-winding movement 
SW 200 with module retrograde, de-
corated. Retrograde hours and minutes. 
Stainless steel or yellow-gold PVD case 
with curved sapphire crystal. See-
through back. Water resistant 5 ATM. 
Dial decorated. Leather strap. Diameter: 
41 mm, thickness: 13 mm. Available in 
different dial colour versions. Limited to 
888 pcs. per case version.
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COLLECTION ORIGINALE
EPOS 3430  Mechanical self-winding 
movement ETA 2824, partially decorated. 
Calendar. Stainless steel or yellow-gold 
PVD case with curved sapphire crystal. 
See-through back. Water resistant 
5 ATM. Leather strap. Diameter: 
41 mm, thickness: 11 mm. Available in 
different dial colour versions.

COLLECTION ORIGINALE LADIES
EPOS 4430  Mechanical self-winding 
movement ETA 2671, partially decorated. 
Calendar. Stainless steel or yellow-gold 
PVD case with curved sapphire crystal. 
See-through back. Water resistant 
5 ATM. Leather strap. Diameter: 
28 mm, thickness: 9.5 mm. Available 
in different dial colour versions.

COLLECTION ORIGINALE
EPOS 3387  Mechanical self-winding 
movement ETA 2892, decorated with 
the “perlage” pattern. Calendar. Stain-
less steel or rose-gold PVD case with 
sapphire crystal. See-through back. 
Water resistant 3 ATM. Dial with 
applied indexes. Leather strap or steel 
bracelet. Diameter: 39 mm, thickness: 
8 mm. Available in different dial colour 
versions.

COLLECTION ORIGINALE LADIES
EPOS 4387  Mechanical self-winding 
movement ETA 2892, decorated with 
the “perlage” pattern. Calendar. Stain-
less steel or rose-gold PVD case with 
sapphire crystal. See-through back. 
Water resistant 3 ATM. Dial with 
applied indexes. Leather strap or steel 
bracelet. Diameter: 31.5 mm, thick-
ness: 7.7 mm. Available in different dial 
colour versions.
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COLLECTION PASSION
EPOS 3402  Mechanical self-winding 
movement ETA 2834, decorated. Date 
and day indication. Stainless steel or 
yellow-gold PVD case with scratch-
resistant and anti-reflective sapphire 
crystal. Screwed see-through back. 
Water resistant 10 ATM. Dial with 
applied arabic figures and luminescent 
indexes. Leather strap or steel bracelet. 
Diameter: 43 mm, thickness: 11.1 mm. 
Available in different dial colour versions.
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COLLECTION SOPHISTIQUÉE
EPOS 3423SK  Mechanical self-winding 
skeleton movement SW 200, engraved 
and with black coating. Stainless steel 
case with black PVD coating, sapphire 
crystal and screwed see through back. 
Water resistant 5 ATM. Black dial with 
applied black luminescent indexes. 
Leather strap. Thickness 10.4 mm, 
diameter 40.5 mm. 
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LIMITED EDITION
EPOS 3429 SKELETON  Exclusive special edition, limited worldwide to 2015 
pieces. This new EPOS construction allows the timepiece to be either carried as 
a pocket watch, worn as a wristwatch or to be used as a table watch. Mechanical 
hand-wound skeleton movement Unitas 6498, rhodanized or black coating, engraved. 
Small second hand at 6 o’clock. Stainless steel case with sapphire crystal and 
see-through back. Water resistant 5 ATM. Dial with applied arabic figures 
and luminescent indexes. Leather strap. Diameter: 45 mm, thickness: 13 mm. 
Available in different dial colour versions 
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POCKET WATCH
EPOS 2003 SKELETON  Mechanical 
hand-wound skeleton movement Unitas 
6497, rhodanized or black coating, en-
graved. Small second hand at 6 o’clock.  
Palladium plated case with see-through 
back. Dial with applied arabic figures 
and luminescent indexes. Diameter: 
42.2 mm, thickness: 9.2 mm. Available 
in different dial colour versions.



www.epos-watches.com


